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MARINER 9
On May 30, 1971 the Mariner 9 spacecraft was launched from Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station and reached the planet Mars on November 14, making it the first
spacecraft to orbit another planet. After months of delays caused by annoying dust
storms the spacecraft was eventually able to send back over 7,000 images of the
Martian surface.1 The on board camera was capable of achieving a resolution of 97.5
meters per pixel.2 One image taken of the Elysium area in 1972 appeared to include
a set of anomalous formations (Figure 1) that caught the attention of a pair of
geologists following the mission.
In 1974 an article written by Mack Gipson Jr. and Victor K. Ablordeppey tilted

Pyramidal Structures on Mars appeared in the scientific journal Icarus. Their article
reported the following:
“Triangular and polygonal pyramid like structures have been observed on the

Martian surface. Located in the east central portion of Elysium Quadrangle (MC-15),
these features are visible on the Mariner 9 photographs, B frames MTVS 4205-3 DAS
07794853 and MTVS 4296-24 DAS 12985882. The structures cast triangular and
polygonal shadows. Steep-sided volcanic cones and impact craters occur only a few
kilometers away. The mean diameter of the triangular pyramidal structures at the
base is approximately 3.0 km, and the mean diameter of the polygonal structures is
approximately 6.0 km.”3

The same pyramidal structures were also noticed by world renowned astronomer
Carl Sagan. In 1977 Sagan was invited to speak at the Royal Institution in London
where he presented six lectures on the solar system in a series called The Planets. In
one of the lectures titled Mars before Viking he introduced an audience of school
children to an image of a pyramidal formation found on Mars that was captured by
the Mariner 9 spacecraft in 1972 (Figure 1). He speculated that the pyramidal
formation may have been created by sand blasting by high winds that transformed
large mounds into these pyramidal shapes. At the close of his lecture he left the
audience with a closing thought in which he not only acknowledged that these
formations were indeed “lovely sculpted objects” but we needed to know what they
actually are.4
So intrigued by this pyramidal formation Sagan included it in his 1980 book and
television series Cosmos. In his book he made the following comment; “ The largest

Mars Pyramids have a base width of 3km and a height of 1km, so they are much
larger than the Pyramids of Sumer, Egypt and Mexico. With the ancient eroded
shape, they could be small hills, sandblasted for centuries, but they need to be
viewed from nearby.”5

Figure 1
Sagan’s Pyramid,
Elysium area of Mars.
Detail of Mariner 9
image 4205-78 (1972).

ELYSIUM PLANITIA
The Elysium Planitia region of Mars is located in the Eastern Quadrant of Mars, just
below Utopia Planitia. It expands across a broad plain filled with oddly shaped
mounds and knobs that straddles the equator at approximately 3.0°N to 40.0°N and
from 154.7°E to 180.0°E. 6 The word Elysium comes to us from the stories of Greek
mythology. It is a reference to a special place in the after-life that was reserved for
heroes and the friends of the gods, known as Elysian Fields. 7 The area of this study
is located at around 15°N and 161°east, just to the south east of the extinct volcano
Albor Tholus (Figure 2).

Figure 2
Elysium Planitia region of Mars, Mola map
Notated with location of the Sagan pyramid (circled)
Image courtesy NASA/JPL/ Malin Space Science Systems/The Cydonia Institute.

VIKING
Viking 1 spacecraft was launched atop Titan IIIE rockets on August 20, 1975, and the
second craft, Viking 2, was launched on September 9, 1975. Viking 1 entered Mars
orbit on June 19, 1976, with Viking 2 following on August 7. The Viking camera was
able to acquire images at a resolution of 150 to 300 meters per pixels.8 Over the
course of their missions the Viking I and Viking II orbiters obtained thousands of
images of the Martian surface between 1976 and 1980 that covered the entire
planet.9
In November 1978, a year after Sagan’s appearance at the Royal Institution in
London, the Viking 1 Orbiter had the opportunity to re-photograph the same
Elysium pyramids that he mentioned in his talk. Figure 3 offers a comparison of the
two images. The Viking image (883A03) was taken in the late morning at a lower
resolution, measuring at 156 pixels per meter.10 The Viking image is very grainy and
not as sharp as the Mariner 9 image however, you can still identify the pyramidal
formation (Figure 3). Unfortunately, this second image left the overall morphology of
the formation unresolved for the remainder of his lifetime.

Figure 3
Sagan’s Elysium pyramid
Left: Detail of Mariner 9 image 4205-78 (1972)
Right: Detail Viking 883A03 (1978)

SAGAN’S PYRAMIDAL COMPLEX

Five years after Sagan’s death, the European Space Agency launched the Mars
Express spacecraft on June 2, 2003 from Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan. It
reached Mars during that September and began taking images in January 2004. 11
Four years later the spacecraft’s High-Resolution Stereo Camera acquired a new
image of the area surrounding Sagan’s Pyramid. The ESA image (H5208_0000_ND3)
was taken in the early evening with a resolution of around 13 meters per pixel.12 The
image provides an broad view of the site, including a verity of geometric and
pyramidal formations that I have labeled A through F (Figure 4). The Sagan Pyramid
is labeled A in figure 4. The expansive image reveals that Sagan’s anomalous pyramid
was not alone.

Figure 4
Sagan’s Pyramid Complex
Left: Expansive view of the area above Sagan’s Pyramid
Detail ESA H5208_0000_ND3 (2008)
Right: Enhancement and Notations A-F by George J. Haas

In September of 2007 the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter spacecraft’s HiRISE CTX
camera took an image of the Elysium area of Mars (P11_005219_1961_XN_16N198W)
with a resolution of 5.5 meters per pixel that included Sagan’s famous pyramid
(Figure 5). The image was taken in the early morning with the low rays of the sun
coming in from the west, causing the eastern face of the three sided pyramid to be
in shadow.13

Notice the vertical striations that run down the western side of the

formation. The formation measures 2.63 miles in width, from its western side to its
eastern most point and is 2.43 miles in length from its northern most point to its
southern side.14

Figure 5
Sagan’s Pyramid (Labeled A in figure 4)
Left: Detail MRO HiRISE CTX P11_005219_1961_XN_16N198W (2007)
Right: Analytical drawing by George J. Haas

In 2015 the Mars Odyssey THEMIS camera acquired a beautiful image of Sagan’s
Pyramid in November. The THEMIS image (V6191905) was taken with a resolution of
73 meters per pixel which, was taken late in the day, resulting in a long shadow
being cast across its western side15 (Figure 6).

The new THEMIS image is about

twice the resolution as the Viking image. Notice the three triangular faces of the
pyramid, with the darkest side on western face and the lightest side on the north
eastern face. The extended shadow and the light and dark contrast of the faces

provide a real three dimensional form to the structure. Dr. Sagan would definitely be
intrigued.

Figure 6
Sagan’s Pyramid (Labeled A in figure 4)
Mars Odyssey THEMIS V61919005 (2015)

In 2010 a great image of the formation labeled B in figure 4 was acquired by the
MRO HiRISE CTX camera G01_018708_1959_XN_15N198W, with a resolution of 5.5
meters per pixel16 (Figure 7). The massive polygonal structure is highly symmetrical
and has five angular points that resembles a star-shaped shield. The formations
sharp, cubic angles appear to have been cut out of this massive mound, like butter,
with the precision of a sculptor.

Figure 7
Star Shield (Labeled B in figure 4)
Left: Detail MRO HiRISE CTX G01_018708_1959_XN_15N198W (2010)
Right: Analytical drawing with color wash

Notice the sharp, pointed apex of the structure and the supportive spines that run
through the structure giving it an overall star shape. Despite the partial collapse on
its north eastern side the structure is almost perfectly symmetrical. The formation is
almost square in its dimensions. It measures 6.32 miles in width, from its southwestern point to its adjacent north-eastern point and 6.30 miles from the tip of its
apex to its lower south-eastern side.17
Another fine example of one of these highly symmetrical formations was acquired
within MRO HiRISE CTX image B20_017574_1965_XN_16N198W with a resolution of
5.5 meters per pixel.18 The image shows an elongated, four-sided pyramid (Figure 8).
The kite-shaped formation has an elongated spine that runs through the structure,
like a cross, creating a set of four almost symmetrical faces that are equal in size
and shape. The formation measures 4.35 miles in length, from its western most point
to its eastern side and is 4.20 miles wide, from its western most point to its eastern
side.19

Figure 8
Kite Pyramid (Labeled C in figure 4)
Left: Detail MRO CTX B20_017574_1965_XN_16N198W (April 26, 2010)
Right: Analytical drawing by George J. Haas

Looking at the sparse plane, just above the Kite Pyramid there is another fine
example of a star-shaped formation, labeled D in figure 4, (Figure 7). Like its larger
companion, labeled B in figure 4, this formation is also highly symmetrical with
sharp, internal spines with cubic angles. A great image of the formation was
acquired by the MRO HiRISE CTX camera (D06_029600_1968_XN_16N198W) in 2012
(Figure 9). The image was taken in the late evening with a resolution of 15.6 pixels
per meter.20 The formation measures 4.10 miles from its northern most apex to its
lower side and is 3.47 miles wide.21

Figure 9
Star Shield Jr. (Labeled D in figure 4)
Left: Detail MRO HiRISE CTX D06_029600_1968_XN_16N198W (2012)
Right: Analytical drawing by George J. Haas

Located towards the western side of the formation titled Star Shield Pyramid Jr. is a
three-sided, triangular pyramid labeled E in figure 4. The MRO HiRISE CTX camera
acquired a clear image of the formation in 2007 (P13_006142_1964_XN_16N198W)
that confirmed its triangular shape (Figure 10). The image was taken in the early
morning with a resolution of 5.5 pixels per meter. 22 The formation measures 2.18
miles from its northern most apex to its lower, southern point and is 1.50 miles
wide.23

Figure 10
Three-sided Pyramid (Labeled E in figure 4)
Left: Detail MRO HiRISE CTX P13_006142_1964_XN_16N198W (2007)
Right: Analytical drawing by George J. Haas

Right next to the triangular Three-sided Pyramid, in the same MRO HiRISE CTX
image, is a sharp, elongated mound. It curves off to the right and tapers down to a
point, much like a knife blade (Labeled F in figure 4). The karambit or shiv-like
formation is very geometric and symmetrical (Figure 11). Notice the supportive
spines and lateral supports that give the formation its shape. The formation is 3.67
miles long and 1.30 miles wide.24

Figure 11
Karambit Mound (Labeled F in figure 4)
Left: Detail MRO HiRISE CTX P13_006142_1964_XN_16N198W (2007)
Right: Analytical drawing by George J. Haas

TERRESTRIAL MOUNDS
A vast assortment of earthen mounds is found all across the world. They are found
throughout the European continent, including the British Isles, Asia, Mexico, the
Amazonian rainforest. Most notably they are found within the areas occupied by the
early indigenous peoples of North American, known as the Mound Builders.25 Many
of the earthen mounds created by this little known culture are considered enormous
feats of engineering and some are so large they rival the size of the great pyramids
of Egypt.26
In the mid 1800’s a landmark study of the prehistoric mounds built in and around
Ross County in southern Ohio was conducted by a pair of American archaeologist,
Ephraim George Squier and Edwin Hamilton Davis. The result of their work was
published in 1848, in the Smithsonian Institution's first volume of Contributions to
Knowledge series.

27

In reviewing their report with numerous drawings and maps it

becomes quite clear that a variety of these mounds are geometrically designed and
range in shape from rectangles, circles and squares to oblong elliptical forms and
ovals (Figure 12).

Figure 12
Common geometric shapes of mounds produced throughout North America,
as recorded by Squier and Davis
Graphics produced by George J. Haas

One of the sites they surveyed, which is located at the junction of the Muskingum
and Ohio Rivers, known as the Marietta Works, includes a set of pyramidal
formations that highly resembled those found in Mexico.28 Within the enclosed
complex is a large polygonal, star-shaped mound that is located on a small swell
that provides an elevated position. The polygonal mound measures around one
hundred and fifty feet long by one hundred and twenty feet wide. Its height is
estimated to be eight feet high and has three graded ramps that lead to its summit,
placed at its north, west, and eastern sides. The southern side has a recess or
hollowed out area that is fifty feet long by twenty feet wide, giving the mound an
odd star-shape (Figure 13).

Figure 13
Polygonal star-shaped mound (Mound B)
Marietta, Ohio
Drawing after Squier and Davis, 1837

Various types of star-shaped, polygonal structures were developed as fortifications in
the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries throughout Europe. Many of these
early designs were eventually adopted as defensive forts during the American Civil
War. On the eastern bank of the Tennessee River a large polygonal-shaped fort was
built in 1861 to moderate traffic on the river (Figure 14). Named after the
Confederate Senator of Tennessee, Gustavus Henry, Fort Henry was designed as a
five-sided, open-bastioned, earthen structure that expanded over 10 acres. 29

Figure 14
Fort Henry, Tennessee (1861)

When the star-shaped templet of Fort Henry, Tennessee and Mound B at Marietta,
Ohio are compared to the pair of Star Shield structure found on Mars their common
polygonal star design is remarkably similar.
Three and four-sided pyramidal shapes are the most durable forms of construction
and their modeled triangular faces are not the product of random occurrence in a
natural environment. Natural pyramidal formations tend to have conical shapes that
are absent of equal or similar sized faces. They are commonly thick, truncated
mounds or resemble tall slender cones that have a round base with a pointed
apex.30
We are all familiar with the enormous four-sided pyramids produced by the ancient
Sumerians, Egyptians and the Maya however, the architectural construction of a
three-sided pyramid is extremely rare. With the advent of Goggle Earth obscured
pyramidal formations that were once unknown to the general public have recently
been revealed, most notably in the Nevada desert.

Within the highly restricted area of the Nevada National Security Site is a threesided pyramidal formation that is part of the Big Explosives Experimental Facility
(Figure 15). This triangular formation is a modern construction, referred to here as a
berm.31 The berm has three triangular faces that are constant in width and has a flat,
triangular peak. Like the great pyramid in Egypt, its cap stone is missing, leaving a
flat, triangular platform at the top. It is fair to say that this formation looks a lot like
the three-sided pyramid that Sagan saw in the original Mariner 9 image.

Figure 15
Three-sided pyramidal formation. Nevada National Security Site.
Image courtesy Goggle Earth

THE DOME AND ARCOLOGY MODEL

Many of the early researchers compared the pyramidal mounds and dome-like
formations observed on Mars to a type of terrestrial architecture known as
archologies. This idea was suggested by Richard Hoagland in his book The

Monuments of Mars. To support this idea Hoagland offered the work of one of
Frank Lloyd Wright's most promising and innovative students, Italian-American
architect Paolo Soleri. This young visionary designed enormous self-reliant and

ecologically friendly cities that could be constructed within a single pyramid or
dome-shaped arcology. 32 Solleri’s utopian design employed a composite structure
with multi-leveled units that could extend far below the surface with only the top of
the main structure visible above ground (Figure 16). The idea that pyramidal and
dome-shaped archologies that incorporated subterranean levels, was quite appealing
to many of the early advocates of an occupied Mars. They theorized; that if there
was an advanced civilization living on Mars they could have built their cities and
bases within architectural formations that extended far underground.

Figure 16
Pyramidal arcology model (1969)
Drawing by Paolo Soleri

Along with the utopian visions of Paolo Soleri’s subterranean arcologies another
architectural component of these pyramidal formations observed on Mars could
include geodesic domes and supportive infrastructure similar to the one invented by
American architect Buckminster Fuller in 1947. 33

The geometric design of Fuller’s arched dome is based on a supportive armature of
interlocking beams of equilateral triangles that conformed to the surface area of a
sphere or pyramid (Figure 17). The construction of one of his geodesic structures
could easily be utilized in the building of domes and polygonal arcologies.
According to Fuller the size of the geodesic dome didn’t matter. He believed his
structures were so durable and flexible that they could be used to build a small
family sized dwelling or cover the entire expanse of a city complex. In 1960 Soleri
and Fuller proposed building a two mile wide geodesic dome over the heart of
Manhattan, in New York City.34

Figure 17
Geodesic Dome (1949)
Drawing by George J. Haas after Buckminster Fuller

Fuller’s supportive armature of interlocking beams of equilateral triangles could be
utilized to construct a variety of polygonal archologies, such as pyramids and stars
(Figure 18). These Geodesic archologies could offer the same type of supportive
infrastructure that was utilized on Mars to construct Sagan’s Pyramid (Figure 5) and
the Star Shield (Figure 7) and their surrounding polygonal formations.

Figure 18
Geodesic archologies
Left: Pyramid
Right: Star
Note interlocking supportive beams

It does not take a giant leap of faith to imagine that we could find an architectural
fusion of both Soleri and Fuller’s work on Mars, “hidden in plain sight.” This visionary
concept could have been utilized on Mars to construct geometrically-shaped
formations that contain numerous cellular rooms within its main structure and
multiple levels below it. Just Look at the symmetry observed within the pair of
geometrically shaped formations identified as the Star Shield pyramids, labeled B
and D in figure 4. They are both self-similar and exhibit an infrastructure of precisely
placed spinal supports that follow the structures overall form. A similar system of
Geodesic archologies, as suggested by Soleri and Fuller would supply sufficient
armatures to support a Martian archology.
Once abandoned and exposed to the planets hostile environment for millennium
after millennium many of these once pristine structures would become compromised
by high winds and partially obscured by the accumulation of dust and dirt over eons
and eons of time. Their outer shells and supportive armatures could be further

compromised by various impacts causing structural fatigue and partial collapse,
leaving the battered remains we see today.
Are we to believe that these geometrically-shaped formations observed at Elysium
Planitia are just the result of chance? I believe the evidence shows they are not.

……….
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